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2004 dodge ram 1500 headlight bulb replacement

Having to replace a headlight in your Dodge Caliber will most likely leave you asking questions about what the car designer was thinking. Certainly the idea of having to take the vehicle to the dealership to replace a lighthouse must have been on the table. You don't have to take it to the retailer, but you'll
need some tools and some ingenuity to successfully do the task at home. Park the Dodge caliber on a paved flat surface or concrete. Turn the steering wheel to the opposite side of the headlight you are replacing. In other words, if you replace the left headlight, turn the wheel to the right. Apply the parking
brake and release the hood retainer. Open the hood to allow some light in the engine compartment. Lift the front end of the vehicle into the air with a floor jack. Place the jack under the front frame rails, and then lower the front end on the jack mounts. Remove the tone fixing utilities for the front splash
shield, using a flathead screwdriver. It is not necessary to remove the entire fender or splash shield well, but the firmer you remove, the more access it will give you to the assembly of the headlight. Disconnect the harness of the wiring from the light bulb. The lighthouse is inner plus bulb. Turn the bulb



counterclockwise, remove it from the projector assembly. Insert a new light bulb into the projector assembly, and then rotate it clockwise to lock it in place. Do not touch the light bulb glass. Connect the wiring harness to the new light bulb. Install the pin fixing utilities to secure the front splash shield and
fender well. Lower the front end to the ground. Hemera Technologies/PhotoObjects.net/Getty Images Replacing headlight bulbs on a Lexus GS300 is more complicated than on most vehicles. Instead of simply opening the hood and reaching behind the projector assembly to replace the bulb, the GS300
requires lifting the vehicle, removing the tire, loosening the wheel well cover, and replacing the bulb through there. The GS300 has two light bulbs on each assembly, a high beam bulb and a low beam bulb. High beams use type 9005 bulbs, and low beams use type 9006 bulbs. Turn off the GS300 engine.
Wear a pair of clean gloves and place the jack under the vehicle. Open the hood. Lift the GS300 into a convenient position and remove the nuts with the wheel key. Once the nuts are removed, remove the wheel cover with the wheel key and remove the tire from the vehicle. Remove the two screws that
hold the wheel shaft cover in place and remove the lid. Use a grip key to remove the two bolts of the projector assembly. Pull the wiring connector out of the back of the assembly and push the assembly forward. Go to the front of the GS300 and pull the group out of the engine compartment. Rotate the
GS300 bulb sockets counterclockwise and pull them out Assembly. Pull the bulb out of the socket and install the new bulbs. Reposition the sockets in the assembly and rotate them clockwise to fix them. Reposition the assembly in the engine compartment and reconnect the wiring connector to the back of
the assembly. Crawl under the vehicle and reattach the two containment bolts. Reposition the lid on the wheel shaft and reinstall the two screws. Reattach the gum and close the hood. A faulty antenna on a Dodge Ram 1500 truck may not receive radio signals effectively and cause the radio to produce
unclear transmissions. Replacing the antenna is simple. The antenna screws to its base and the wiring connects the antenna base to the radio. Buy a replacement antenna at a car parts store or Dodge dealer. Present the last eight digits of the vehicle identification number to a sales representative, who
can get the appropriate antenna for you. Locate the faulty antenna, which is aved into the base on the right front fender of the truck. Unscrew the bottom of the antenna with a pair of channel blocks. Remove the antenna used by the truck. Screw the new antenna by hand. Tighten the antenna with channel
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fee. Read more Each driver depends on the headlights of their vehicle to light up in the dark and during rainy, foggy and bad weather. Of course, headlights also ensure road safety by allowing other people and animals on the road to see you arrive towards them. Unfortunately, just like all other light
bulbs, headlight bulbs burn at the end. And this is true, regardless of the type of bulb you own: LEDs, halyogen, xenon or any other type of bulb simply can not last forever. While it's obvious that you need to change a broken beacon, you can save a lot of problems (including a potential ticket!) by changing
it before it actually burned. But with a plethora of options available, both online and in brick-and-mortar stores, shopping for a headlight replacement can be confusing. To help you find the right product for your needs quickly and easily, we've outlined some of the best headlight bulbs currently on the
market. The best headlight bulb If you want a bright and durable light bulb from a reliable brand, definitely check out Philips H7 CrystalVision. This DOT-compliant light bulb provides bright white light at night and a blue effect throughout the day, elevating the style of any vehicle. In fact, according to the
manufacturer, the bulb provides so much bright light that it is comparable to xenon. This H7 halogen bulb is a high-performance light bulb, which means it provides super bright light, ensuring maximum safety regardless of weather conditions. The trade-off, of course, is that it doesn't last until normal
bulbs. That said, based on hundreds of satisfied reviews, it should still last a very long time (an average seems to be about a year and a half to two). The Original Equipment (OE) quality seal speaks to its durability and longevity. As a bonus, this package comes with 2 car bulbs, ensuring symmetrical and
safe light beams from both headlights. Produces bright light, allowing the driver to see farther at night Great for customizing the vehicle (thanks to a blue coating on the bulbs) The OE seal promises Reliable and durable Affordable high-performance bulbs don't last until regular light bulbs and light bulbs,
the Sylvania 9004 SilverStar light bulb is the perfect choice for people who are looking for high-performance halogen bulbs. Using Sylvania's patented Tri-Band technology, this light bulb the whitest light, at least compared to Sylvania OE bulbs. The Sylvania 9004 SilverStar bulb shines clearly and brightly,
improving the contrast and visibility of objects while driving at night and weather inclement, making the entire night driving process much less stressful. According to the manufacturer, the halogen model 9004 offers a fantastic combination of greater clarity of the side road and longer, resulting in safer
driving. It is important to note that the product is DOT compliant and comes with two symmetrical light bulbs. In addition, there are 5 different sizes of bulbs, so it should be easy to find the right replacement. Provides clear, bright light, allowing the driver to see farther down the road Ultra-high performance
means brighter, whiter halogen light More affordable than OEM lights Compared to regular bulbs, do high-performance bulbs have a shorter lifespan In search of brighter headlight bulbs? Check out the PIAA H7 Xtreme halogen bulb. Using aerospace alloy filaments for Piaa's durability and XTRA
technology for increased light output, this headlight bulb offers more contrast and brightness, allowing you to see farther along the way more clearly. Piaa H7 Xtreme White offers bright and bright 4000K white light for added visibility, as well as elevating the style of any vehicle thanks to a light blue light
bulb tint. In addition to PIAA's alloy filaments and XTRA technology, this product also uses the properties of heat-resistant liters for longer life and durability. Needless to say, it is DOT compliant and perfectly safe as it provides more light output than regular bulbs, giving the driver better color recognition,
better contrast and depth perception. It should be noted, however, that this high-quality halogen bulb is more expensive than spare light bulbs. But is it worth it? Considering the extremely bright and clear light that the bulb produces, as well as the 1-year warranty, we think so. Provides bright, super bright
light for increased visibility and safety Increased color recognition and improved contrast Durable and durable Adds a touch of customization thanks to a light blue tint More expensive than other halogen bulbs Incredibly bright and clear, with powerful light output, the Philips X-treme light bulb is the perfect
light bulb for people looking for the best cheap headlights. Although undoubtedly budget-friendly, this bulb provides 130% more light than other stock bulbs. According to the manufacturer, this model not only generates a up to 147 feet of longer beam of light than standard halogen bulbs. What? For one, x-
treme Vision has a high-precision coating and quality UV-Quartz glass that offers bright white light, as well as longevity and durability. The bulb also has a color temperature of 3700K that helps your eyes focus better, resulting in a safer and more comfortable night driving experience. Comfortable. in fact,
the X-treme Vision provides such a clear light that many drivers compare it to the LED. For safe and balanced lighting, the package is equipped with 2 easy-to-install bulbs. Provides intensely bright light Generates up to 147 feet of longer beam of light (compared to similar bulbs) Although very powerful,
the bulb is still long-lasting It's not in itself, but the light isn't as white as some halogen bulbs GE Lighting's Nighthawk Platinum car headlight bulbs are some of the brightest bulbs on the market. If night driving is typically a problem for you, it's definitely worth a look as they provide bright, white light that
greatly improves road visibility even when driving in pitch dark conditions. Ge Nighthawk Platinum provides much more light than standard halogen bulbs. In fact, according to GE Lighting, this model produces up to a whopping 90% more light, which is a huge improvement for drivers who often drive at
night or during bad weather. This is possible thanks to the innovative design of the platinum-toed model, as well as a coat with blue skirt for better contrast and personalized style. Dot-compliant light bulb comes in many sizes, so it should be easy to find the right one for your vehicle. It provides a very clear
and bright light that is more on the white side Excellent solution to bad lighting conditions on the road Best focus along the way and reduced side glare Lifespan is on the shorter side Bright and elegant, with a decent durability, Sylvania's zXe SilverStar light bulb is the perfect combination of halogen and
xenon technology. The cobalt blue coating offers the bulb optimal light transmission and that desirable cold blue effect, while xenon halyogen gas technology provides ultra-bright light that blows out the most competitive products out of the water. The zXe SilverStar model stands out for its xenon-powered
halogen bulb that produces crisp white light that looks like HID. The tip of the mirror maximizes the beam while the cobalt blue coating provides blue effect throughout the day. The result is a jewel shine that in look, feel and attitude resembles more expensive HID lights. To provide symmetrical lighting and
ensure road safety, the product is equipped with two long-lasting bulbs. That said, since this is a high-performance beacon, it doesn't last as long as some bulbs. Produces bright light that is located on the white side Improves visibility and contrast even in very poor lighting conditions Light looks and looks
like high performance HID bulbs mean shorter in lifespan Looking for a quality cheap H4 bulb? The Hella H4 light bulb is a fantastic option. At standard prices, intensely bright, plus a long lifespan, this product is perfect for people on a budget. It must be said, however, that the Hella H4 is sold in a single
package, so as to ensure symmetrical lighting and therefore guide, it is wise to buy two. This H4 light bulb provides an ideal bright light for off-road conditions, but is not suitable for on-the-go traffic. Integrating German automatic lighting technology along with Hella's strict testing requirements, this high-
power light bulb ensures functionality and lasting satisfaction. As a bonus, it's eco-friendly thanks to its longer service light. Before buying this light, however, it is necessary to confirm the compatibility of the high-power bulb with the vehicle: this is important as if the bulb was incompatible, it can overheat
the lighting wiring system. It produces clear light and has a long OE seal life guarantees environmentally friendly quality and durability compared to standard bulbs Sold in a single package For people on a budget who need a simple replacement of headlights, the Philips VisionPlus model is a solid choice.
Although this is one of the cheapest beacons on our list, it provides up to 60% more vision on the road, at least compared to standard halogen bulbs. The VisionPlus may not be the brightest light bulb on the market, but it still produces a very clear long beam, allowing the driver to see farther along the
way. It is important to note that the lighthouse has an OE quality seal, which guarantees reliable performance for a long time. That said, lifespan is to be expected from such a convenient lighthouse - up to 450 hours. As usual, Philips headlight bulbs are sold in a package of two, so symmetrical light is a
fact. It produces a clear and bright OE seal, which means reliable performance The economical durability could be better Osram's Night Breaker light bulb offers incredibly bright and clear light that is bound to make any type of night driving safer and less stressful. In fact, according to the manufacturer,
the bulb produces up to 110% more light on the street than the spare halogen lights. This headlight has a rolled tungsten filament that helps reduce temperature by turning on halyogen gas for higher brightness. There is also a blue coating for a custom blue-ish effect during the day. Thanks to the use of
innovative designs and technologies, the Osram H7 model not only produces up to 110% more light than standard bulbs, but also a light cone up to 40 meters longer. The Osram sells this light bulb in a package of two, so identical and safe headlights are guaranteed. Provides up to 110% more light than
standard alogens Longer life thanks to robust coil design Improve visibility in dimly lit road conditions Lifespan be better Another large philips headlight replacement bulb, the H11 Standard model offers excellent value for money. Bright, white-ish and clear, this lighthouse is the perfect choice for drivers
who often drive at night or in adverse weather conditions. The Standard model produces a wide and bright beam and ensures excellent street lighting without Where are you going. That said, the brightness isn't excessive: this is always a plus as you don't want to blind other drivers on the road, as some
LED headlights do. The light is more on the white side than yellow, making night driving safer and less stressful. Of course, the bulb is DOT compliant, plus it has an OE quality seal, ensuring reliable performance for a long time. Since this is a package of two bulbs, you will get symmetrically bright
headlights. It produces an intensely bright light that is located on the white side OE quality gasket means reliable long-lasting performance Although very bright, the level is not excessive Lifespan could be a little longer Whether you need a replacement for a broken headlight, want more visibility or a wider
and white light beam, a quality headlight bulb can help. Fortunately, the market is packed with affordable, durable headlight bulbs nowadays, so it shouldn't be too hard to find the right model for your needs. The downside of having so many options available is... well, having too many options available.
Cheap, medium price, expensive, standard hydrogen, alogen plus xenon technology, HID, yellow light, white light ... which light bulb is the best headlight bulb? The good news is, you're not on the hunt for the final lighthouse that rules them all. Just the best for you. To buy the right beacon for your vehicle,
all you need to do is inform yourself about different types of bulbs and consider your needs; so, decide what's most important to you. If that sounds like too much work, don't worry: our buying guide is here to help. Here, we talk about all the things relevant to headlight bulbs, including the various types of
headlights, as well as the features you should be looking for. So, without further ado, let's jump straight into the good things! Features to consider when buying headlight bulbs To buy the best headlight bulbs for your vehicle and your needs, it's crucial to consider a few things first. Let's start with the bare
bases - the size of the bulb. There are three common sizes -- H1, H4, and H7 -- though some brands make odd sizes. To get the right size for your car, check out the metal part of the bulb you're replacing: its size should be stamped/written on the side of the casing. The new light bulb you are buying
should be the same size. Speaking of adequate size, we also quickly talk about the correct installation (we will talk about this later). When you get the right size light bulb, you need to check if it connects perfectly to the wiring. The light bulb does not never be dissolved as it can burn prematurely (you'd be
surprised how often that happens!). Along with the size of the bulb, power is the most important factor to consider when buying the new light bulb. This is the power needed to turn on the light bulb - the power that comes from the Battery. The brighter you want it to be your beacon, the more power bulb you
need. That said, very high power can dissolve the wiring of your car. That's why it's critical to get a light bulb compatible with your vehicle's specific wiring. Many bulbs use more power when used as a high beam output than when used as a low beam output. Typically, this will be indicated on the bulb with
power readings such as 60/55W (the first number is the high beam, the second is the low beam). If you are looking for that bright white light, you need to pay attention to the color temperature. It should be between 3000K and 5000K on the Kelvin chart, with 3000K and lower giving a light (not so light)
warm, yellowish light and 4000K and beyond giving that desirable white light. Keep in mind that although 5000K will produce a very strong and bright white light, it may not be what you need as some models will actually have output closer to a purple color than white (this depends on the brand and model).
It should be noted that some bulbs do not have the color temperature labeled, so if you need the exact numbers, you will need to contact the manufacturer to find out. That said, if you're satisfied with the color of the light, you may not need to check the numbers. This should be obvious, but in case you are
completely new to headlight bulbs: they must be DOT/ECE compliant. While most alogen light bulbs conform to the rules, do not assume that everything does. Of course, every single light bulb in our Top List meets this criterion. Halogen light bulbs vs LEDs and HID headlights As mentioned, there are
many light bulbs available on the market today. To find the right one for your needs and preferences, it's important to get the right type. This type of light bulb is the most common and popular among drivers around the world. No wonder: it's cheap, easy to replace, universal, and generally bright enough to
illuminate any dark road that awaits us. That said, the light emitted by a halogen bulb will always be warm white, never extremely bright and white. However, this is more than enough for most drivers, even those who often drive at night and during inclement weather. Halogen headlights are also durable
and durable, although this depends significantly on the model you buy, as well as how often you use headlights. On moderately used vehicles, they are super durable, while on heavily used vehicles, they typically last decently for a long time. The disadvantage of halogen light bulbs is the heat they
generate and, as a result, the increase in consumption If you are looking for the super bright and white look, the LED or HID headlight bulb is what you need. LED lights offer more brightness than halogen bulbs, although as a result they are more expensive. They are a perfect choice for people who than
driving at night, as they offer that instant and powerful beam that illuminates all dark areas without any problems. Another advantage of LED lights is their efficiency: they consume less energy than halogen headlights, which is extremely important for some drivers. On the other hand, LEDs are some of the
hottest headlights out there. Even if the LEDs themselves do not heat up, they need more cooling to work than halogen lights. This is because they trigger heat in the surrounding wiring that needs to be kept cool to function properly. In addition, LEDs are more difficult to replace than halogen bulbs. HID, or
high-intensity discharge bulbs, are slowly but surely gaining popularity due to their exceptionally bright, white and luxurious light output. Similar to LED lights, HID headlight bulbs (also referred to as xenon headlights) produce much more brightness than haregens, which is why they are the choice of some
night drivers. They also have a longer lifespan than alogens and typically also use less energy. Overall, HID bulbs provide the brightest and whitest light of all headlights, so if maximum brightness is what you want, they're what you need. On the flip side, many HID headlights produce intense amounts of
glare towards on-the-go cars, which is why they are illegal in some countries and states. They are also much more expensive than halogen bulbs and harder to install. How to install light bulbs Replacing halogen light bulbs is much easier than replacing LED or HID bulbs. In most cases, all you have to do
is follow these simple steps: turn off all the lights, locate the bulb stand and remove the harness of the wiring. If you have a plastic socket, press the small lever at the top of the plug with your thumb as you pull it; if you have a metal clip, pull the lever up and away; if you have a screw cap, unscrew the plug
by rotating it counterclockwise. Remove the old bulb by holding on to the base (you may need to rotate or move to loosen it). Take the new light bulb (be careful not to touch it with your bare hands; use a clean fabric or rag instead) and plug it into the back of the headlight. If installed correctly, the bulb
should be all in - no rubber seal should be shown. Re-connect the wiring and re-fix the headlight. Now try the lights by turning on the headlights. If one (or both) of the bulbs do not turn on, remove it, check the wiring again, and disconnect it. Our best choice While all headlight bulbs in our Top List are
quality products, DOT compliant durable, when it comes to the best value for money, we believe philips H7 CrystalVision Ultra Upgrade takes the crown. That's why: it produces a bright light that is definitely more on the white side than warm yellow, allowing the driver to see further down the road more
clearly. It also has an OE quality seal, which tell a lot about its quality and longevity. The light bulb also has a unique blue hood that helps create that desirable cold blue effect for daytime riding. It is important to point out that it is sold as a package of two, so symmetrical and bright beams are guaranteed
by both headlights. Finally, Philips CrystalVision bulbs come at a more than decent price, making them one of the best headlight bulbs on the market. Source: 4 Essential Things to Know About Your Car's Headlights - Your Mechanics Add Your Rating
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